
          
  

 
November FREE Webinars on LABORATORY-GROWN DIAMONDS (1h + 

questions) 
 
WEBINAR 4: November 14 (Saturday) at 9.00am PT (Vancouver, LA), 12pm Washington, 
5.00pm in London, 8.00pm in Moscow/Dubai, 10.30pm in Mumbai, we will have LIVE 
conversation with pioneer of growing HPHT colorless synthetic diamonds Dr. Boris Feigelson, 
USA, on “HPHT Grown Diamonds. Insider Story”, focusing on process to growth diamonds. Boris 
wrote chapter for our book “Laboratory-grown Diamonds” and will go over different HPHT 
presses and technology. We are proud to have Boris Feigelson in this book, as he is the first 
scientist to invent new methods to remove nitrogen from the growth cell in diamonds and grow 
near-colorless diamonds by the HPHT method in Russia more than 35 years ago! 
 
Regardless of the type of ultra HP apparatus used (below Toroid press), the techniques of 
diamond synthesis are similar in their general features. Recently Chinese cubic presses were 
successfully exploited in Russia to grow diamonds using the HP TGG technique. The large 
sample volume of this machine led to the growth of high-quality type IIa and IIb diamonds 
bigger than 100 carats, and this crystal weight can be readily increased. 
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Webinar 5: November 20th (Friday) at 9.00am PT (Vancouver, LA), 12pm Washington, 5.00pm 
in London, 8.00pm in Moscow/Dubai, 10.30pm in Mumbai  we will have LIVE conversation with 
lab gemologist Sharrie Woodring, USA, on chapter she wrote for our book on “Update on 
Grading, Appraising, and Inclusions in Lab-grown Diamonds", with examples including melee 
diamonds. 
 
 

                              
 
GCAL (Gem Certification & Assurance Lab) has been grading and certifying lab grown diamonds 
since they began significantly impacting the global diamond market in 2015. As a result, Sharrie 
has a unique awareness of the typical appearance of lab grown diamonds, having seen tens of 
thousands of lab grown diamonds from many different producers. In this webinar, Sharrie will 
share insight into clarity and color grading lab grown diamonds, how appraisers can approach 
price research of lab grown diamonds, and how inclusions can aid in the identification process 
when screening diamonds of unknown origin.  

Dr. Boris Feigelson is a research scientist at the U.S. Naval 

Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington DC. Before joining 

NRL, Dr. Feigelson developed the BARS diamond growth 

technology while working in the Institute of Monocrystals, 

Siberian Branch of the Soviet Academy of Science, 

Novosibirsk (1981-1991). His group was the first in the 

Soviet Union to produce large gem-quality, single crystal 

diamonds, and invented way to produce colorless ones. His 

work was featured in BBC Broadcast: The Diamond Makers, 

1999, PBS/NOVA Broadcast: The Diamond Deception, 2000, 

and BBC Broadcast: Diamond Labs, 2004.  

 



 

 

Please send us your feedback on areas of additional support or topics you feel would add value 
and strength for you in the interim period until we are all back to our new normal. 

For more info contact Branko Deljanin                       Dusan Simic 

info@brankogems.com  1 604-619-3590                    svabanyc@yahoo.com 
www.brankogems.com                                                 www.agandg.com 
  
 

Sharrie Woodring, GG, FGA.is gemologist since 1998 and 

life-long rock lover, Sharrie feels fortunate to have begun her 

gemology career just as HPHT Treatment and Synthetic 

Diamonds began impacting our industry. During the last 15 

years as Senior Gemologist for Gem Certification & 

Assurance Lab (GCAL), Sharrie has traveled the globe on 

gemological assignments, including in 2016 to Botswana on 

an appraisal assignment for Sotheby’s and Lucara to analyze 

the 1,109 carat Lesedi La Rona diamond.  

 


